January 30, 2020

Dear Parents & Guardians,

We hope this finds you well as we close Trimester II tomorrow, Friday, January 31.

As we move into Trimester III, we wanted to lift up the uniform expectations for all of our children each and every day. The DreamHouse black polo is the standard uniform; the kids like to wear the white polo on Wednesdays, and they are welcome to wear any DreamHouse shirt on Friday (tee or polo). These have been the expectations for dress code since day one. (See above for the slide that was sent to all families in April/May 2019)

With the winter months and drop in temperatures, we realize that children will want to wear long sleeves. We have fundraised and made possible to purchase all student uniforms for no cost to families, and now, we have purchased BRAND NEW zip up hoodies for each of our students!

Our expectation has always been (1) a DreamHouse polo and (2) school I.D. each and every day. If cold, students may (a) wear a long sleeved shirt under their uniform, or (b) wear the BRAND NEW DREAMHOUSE ZIP UP HOODIE that will be given out on Friday. Any personal article of clothing must not block or obstruct the DreamHouse logo on the uniform. We will offer gentle reminders as we continue to highlight dress code expectations and mahalo nui for your assistance in ensuring the appropriate school dress code for our exceptional young student leaders.

Mahalo nui!

Coach Alex
DRESS CODE AND SCHOOL UNIFORMS

POLICY

The Board of Education recognizes that there is a positive relationship between appearance and the learning environment. Studies have shown that clothing can contribute to distractions or can contribute to improved learning among students.

Schools which wish to establish dress codes (including the adoption of uniform school attire) may do so provided that:

1. Clear evidence is presented that the decision represents the views of a majority of the members of the school community.

2. No undue financial burden is placed upon individuals and parents.

3. The Constitutional rights of individuals are respected.

4. The dress code provides a means whereby parents may request waivers.
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